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Abstract.
Given the presenceof a meridional tem- ing the strengthof the westerlywindsin this zonalbelt.
peraturegradient (MTG) acrossmidlatitudes,large- These latitudes effectivelydefinea midlatitude-oriented

scaleeddiestransport heat poleward, thereby shaping
Earth's climate. Defining an MTG index here as the
differencein surfacetemperaturebetweenthe 30ø-3$øN
belt and the $0ø-$$øN belt, we usea temperature record
compiledfrom observationsover a 110-yearperiod to

MTG, which will be most germaneto midlatitude dynamicsand storm systems.FollowingRossbyet al., and
becauseof the nature of the data available to us, we define an MTG index to be the difference in temperature
between the 30o-35 o belt and the 50o-55 o belt.

There is evidence that the MTG has changedcon-

determine a trend in the MTG in the last century. We

find a significantdecreasing
trendin the MTG overthis siderably in past climate periods. Proxy temperature
period of 0.4 4- 0.1øC per 100 years,alongwith indica- records and climate model simulations provide indications of substantial multidecadal variability.

tions that higher pole-to-equatortemperature differentials accompaniedice ages, while lower valuesof the
gradient prevailed in periods of greater warmth. GenIntroduction
erally, tropical temperaturesvary by only a few degrees
from glacial to interglacialperiods,while mid-latitude
The distribution of zonal-mean temperature from
and polar temperatures vary quite a bit more. In adequator to poles is a fundamental indicator of any dition, one set of climate model simulationssuggestsa
planet's climate and weather. The gradientof this dis- global averagesurfacetemperature differenceof about
tribution
i.e. the MTG
measures the difference
in temperature between warmer, tropical latitudes and

colder,high latitudes. We providean operationaldefinition of an MTG index and report an analysisof longterm trends in this quantity over the period of instrumental temperature records. While we do not attempt
to providea particular causalexplanationof changesin

10øCbetweenthe last ice age(18 thousandyearsago)
and the Mesozoicera (65 million yearsago). At low

latitudes in these simulations, however, this difference
is lessthan 10øC while at high latitudes it variesfrom

20øCto 40øC dependingon the season[Rind, 1986].
The roughly 0.5øC global warming found over the

last century in the Jones et al. and Hansen and Lebedeff studiesmay have been accompaniedby a changein
MTG. Greenhousechangesimulationswith atmosphereDifferential solar heating betweenequator and poles mixed layer ocean climate models point to a greater
sets up a temperature imbalance,giving rise to atmo- warmingin the lowertropospherein polar regionsthan
spheric motions which, in turn, modify the temperathe MTG, we do provide context to showwhy we think
its empirical study is worthwhile.

in the tropics[Schlesinger
and Mitchell, 1987]. This
ture gradient by transportingheat polewards[Stone, would imply a decreasein MTG in responseto green1984]. Thus the MTG is maintainedas a balancebe- houseforcing. This simple picture is complicatedby

tween the equator-poleheating gradient and the fluxes ocean dynamics, however, and some coupled oceanof heat transported by atmosphericeddiesand the mean
atmosphereclimate modelspoint to a potential increase
meridionalcirculation(and ocean currents). There in the MTG in the Southern Hemisphere due to the
has been considerableattention to recent changesin strong couplingbetweensurfacetemperaturesand the

the earth's global averagetemperature[Jonesel al.,
19864,b;Hansen and Lebedeff,1987], but little attention to the MTG, even though it may be a more funda-

mentalmeasurefor climatedynamics[Lindzen,1994].
At present, there is no single agreed upon or precisedefinition of the MTG, though it is understoodto
gauge the differencein temperature between the equa-

deepoceanin highsouthernlatitudes[Held,1993].In
light of thesesimulationsof potential future responses,
we seek to assesshow, if at all, the MTG has changed

overthe past centuryor so.•
Data

For this analysiswe usea land/oceandatasetof avertor andthe poles.Rossbyel al. [1939]chosethe latitude
(deviations
region350 to 550 to computethe "zonalindex" measur- agemonthlysurfacetemperatureanomalies
from referencevalues computed over 1950- 1979; note
that absolute temperatures cannot be recoveredfrom

this dataset)on a 50 by 50 grid for the years1854•Department of Statistics, Carnegie Mellon University
1991. More detail on thesedata is givenin Joneset al.
2Center for Integrated Study of the Human Dimensions
[19864,b],JonesandBriffa [1992],and Jones[1994].
of Global Change, CarnegieMellon University
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The zonal bands used in analyzing the MTG are in
the 300 to 550 north regions,which do not include
the most northern

and southern zones in the Northern

Hemispherewheremissingdata are problematic(combined,theseextremeregionsaccountfor roughly75 per-
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structureof the Xt process
3. This doucent of the missingdata in the hemispherein the 'Jones' autocovariance
dataset).After 1880,thereis a sharpdropoffin the per- bly weighted least squaresestimate is the best linear
centageof missingdata in the zonesusedin the MTG unbiased estimate for
calculation. For this reason our analysis is made on the
A weightedleastsquaresline (i.e., with weightsprotime seriesof observationsstarting in 1881. There are portional to the amount of available data contributing
slightlymore missingdata in the 500 to 550 N zonethan to eachMTG observation)is fit and then subtracted
in the 300 to 350 N zone, but, as our statistical analysis from the MTG series. Based on standard ARMA model
in the next sectionshows(seefootnote2), there does selectioncriteria, an appropriate model is chosenfor the
not appear to be any systematicpattern to the missing residuals. The autocovariance matrix of the residuals is
estimated from the data by using the maximum likedata that might affect the resultsof our analysis.
Missing data posea more cumbersomeproblem in the lihood estimates of the model parameters. The model
Southern Hemisphere. It is not until 1950 that there are parameterestimatesare obtainedusingS-Plus[1991],
enoughdata in the MTG zones(300 to 35øSand 500 which givesresults using the likelihood conditionedon
to 55øS) to begin calculatinga reliablefigurefor the the first p + q observations.These estimatesand their
Southern Hemispheric MTG. We therefore focus here standard errors are calculated using standard weighted
leastsquarestechniques
[seeGitelmanet al., 1997].
only on the Northern Hemisphere.
In model (1), the trend is assumedto be a linear
function of time. Although we do not expect the trend
Statistical
methods
to be strictly linear, this model allows us to address
To construct the MTG time series,monthly zonal av- the question of whether or not there is an overall teneragesof temperature anomaliesin the relevantlatitude dency for the MTG to change with time. Similarly,
belts(30øNto 35øNand 50ONto 55•N) are computed. linear trend modelshave been used to investigatelong
Subtracting the 50ON to 55•N zone from the 30øN to term behavior in global mean temperature time series
35•N zone yields the time seriesof zonal differenceval- [e.g.,Bloomfield,1992]. To highlightthe non-linearity
ues. These zonal differencesare assignedweights in in the trend, we alsousea popular scatterplot smoother,
proportion to the amount' of available data contribut- lowess[Cleveland,1979;S-Plus, 1991],whichfits a loing to each difference. The weighted differenceis the cal, robust linear regression.

MTG time seriesanalyzedherein2. We examineboth
the monthly MTG time seriesand the annual seriesob- Results
tained by averagingover months,as well as four seasonFigure 1 showsthe annual seriesof Northern Hemially averagedseries.
The model considered for these data is
sphereMTG valuesconstructedfrom the Jonesdataset
for the period 1880 to 1991. There is a downwardtrend
¬ = o•+ fit + Xt
(1) in the data, highlighted by both the weighted least
where t is the time index in months or years, Yt is the squaresline (solidline) and the lowessfitted line with

monthly (annual or seasonal)MTG value, and Xt is windowparameter,f - 0.3 (dashedline). From the

lowessline we observethat there appearsto be substantial low frequencyvariability in the time seriesspanning
classof autoregressive
movingaverage(ARMA) models decades.The rather sharp dip in the MTG seriesin the
and pure autoregressive
(AR) models,popularizedby late 1970's may be related to the sharp increasein avBox and Jenkins, 1976. Estimates of the regressionpaa mean zero random variable which accounts for addi-

tional variation in the MTG. For Xt, we consider the

rametersin (1) are asymptoticallyindependentof the
parameter estimatesin Xt, and so we shouldnot expect
the regressionparameter estimatesto changevery much
with different models for Xt. On the other hand, stan-

dard errorsmay changesubstantially[seeGitelmanet
al., 1997, for references].Becausethe Xt are assumed
to be correlatedin (1), the identificationof a trend is
not straightforward. In particular, calculationsfor the
standard error of a trend estimate must somehow ac-

count for the correlations in the Xt process.
To determine the trend parameter, •, the problem is

-- lowess
linear
ilL.
111

treated as a regressionwith time serieserrors: a linear estimate of the trend is obtained, and time series
methods

are used to model the residuals.

We consider
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year
a doubly weightedleast squaresestimatefor •, which
takesits weightsfrom both the proportionof available
data used to compute each MTG value and from the Figure 1. MTG for the NorthernHemisphere
in øC,
i.e. differencein zonalmeantemperatureanomaliesbe-

2While weightingis appropriate,the resultsfor the unweighted tween belts 300 - 35øN and 500 - 55øN.
time

series are similar.

Note

also that

we calculate

the MTG

as

an anomaly temperature difference in øC. The actual temperature difference between belts is the anomaly difference plus the
difference

between

reference

means for each belt.

The difference

3We alsofit the usualweightedleast squaresestimateof/•,

can be converted to a true gradient by dividing by the distance

using methods proposedby Bloomfield[1992]. The resultsusing

betweenthe centersof the two belts (2200 kin).

these two estimates are quite similar.
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overall MTG and 0.70 4. 0.2øC in the winter and spring
seriesare too large to be accountedfor as natural variation, becausethe MTG and its fluctuations have not
been widely diagnosed.To be sure, suchexcursionsare
not unprecedentedin the paleoclimate record.
Other studies of the temperature record have modeled the variation using fractionally-integrated white

noiseprocesses
[Hosking,1981],whichcan help to accountfor long-rangedependence
in the data [e.g.Bloomfield, 1992]. Suchmodelswill producedifferent,and
sometimeslarger, estimatesof the standard error. A
cursoryanalysisof the MTG data, usingthe spectrum
and the autocorrelation function out to over 400 lags,
doesnot indicatethe presenceof long-rangedependence
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in the data.

With

these caveats taken into considera-

(b)

tion, it appears that there has been a significant decreasein the meridional temperature gradient in the
Figure 2. Average zonal temperature anomaliesfor Northern Hemisphereover the last century or so.
(a) 500to 550 and (b) 300 to 350in øC.
The precise relationship between the MTG and the
global mean surfaceair temperature, T, dependson
how any changesin temperatureare distributedwith
latitude. Clearly, if changesin temperature are unierageglobalsurface
temperature
aroundthe sametime form with latitude, then the MTG will be unchanged;
[Hansen
andLebedeff,
1987]whichoccurs
mostlyin the otherwisenot. Over the entire length of the time sehighlatitudezone.Figure2 shows
thetwozoneswhich ries consideredhere, there has been an increasein ob-

makeupthe MTG (withdashed
lowess
lines,f = 0.3). servedT [Jonesei al., 1986a,b],while hereinwe have

While thereappearsto be greatervariabilityin the 500 observed a decreasein MTG. This relationship is more
to 550 zone than in the 300 to 350 zone, there is a larger complicated,however,at higher (multi-decadalscale)
temperatureincreasein the northernzone.
frequencies.The lowessfit to the MTG seriesin Figure
After removingthe weightedleastsquaresestimates I suggestsvariability indicative of a decline in MTG
for c• and/3 from the MTG values,the pure AR pro- from the beginningof the seriesuntil around 1910, folcessesprovidethe best fit to the residuals. The se- lowed by a leveling off until about 1950, and then a
lected models are all close in terms of their BIC values

further period of decreasethrough to the end of the se-

(Bayesian
InformationCriterion)[Kassand Rafiery, ries. In turn, this suggeststhat there are periodswhere
1995],thoughtheAR(4) process
seems
bestat reducing T doesnot increase(pre-1910;see Figure 5 in Jones

the residualsto white noise. There does appear to be

and Briffa, 1992), but wherethe MTG decreases;
pea statisticallysignificant
trendin the MTG: a decreaseriodswhereT increases(1910-1940),but the MTG is
of 0.3804-0.08øCper 100yearsunderthe AR(4) model relativelyconstant4;
andperiodswhereT increases
and
for the residuals.As expected,the trend estimatesvary the MTG decreases
(1950-1990).Thus,the distribution
onlyabout4% across
the modelsfor Xt. The standard of temperaturechangewith latitude seemsto be characerrors are also similar acrossdifferent models, with only terized by substantial multidecadal scalevariability, and
a 3% changeacrossthe 3 bestfitting models.
it is appgrently not a simple function of changesin T
We also considered the distribution of the MTG over on these time scales. The expectation from equilibrium
the seasons
of the year. Downwardtrendsin the winter climate model simulationsthat greenhouse-induced
inandspringseries(notshown)aresignificantly
different creasesin T would be reflectedmostly in high latitudes

fromzero(-0.704.0.20 and-0.704.0.17per 100years, (therebyleadingto reductions
in MTG) appliesat best
respectively).
Nosuchtrendsareevidentin thesummer to our entire record and is not well reflected in the tranand autumndata. It appearsthereforethat the trendin sient MTG behavior in Figure 1. Alternatively, one

the annualMTG series(Figure1) resultsmainlyfrom might view the correspondence
since1950 as indicative
behaviorin winter and spring. The model for the Xt
process
in eachcaseis AR(5).

Discussion

and conclusions

of the equilibrium results.

Potential changesin the MTG havebeen linked with
potential changesin storminessin midlatitudes. Decreasesin the MTG (ceterisparibus)shouldlead to
weaker midlatitude eddies5. This assumes that the de-

The resultsin the previoussectionprovideevidence crease in lower tropospheric MTG is more important
that the Northern Hemispheremeridional temperature than the projected increasein upper troposphericMTG
gradienthas decreased
roughly0.404. 0.1øCper 100 [Held, 1993], and that diminishedheat transport beyears,with the trend beingsignificantlylessthan zero

(p < 0.001). A consideration
worthnotingis the existence of climate variability on time scaleslongerthan
the observedrecord. In concludingthat the detected
trend appearsto be significantlydifferentfrom zero,
there is an underlyingassumptionthat the modelswe
haveselectedfor explainingthe variabilityin the MTG
apply evenfor very low frequencyvariation. It is uncertain whether decreases of around 0.40 4. 0.1øC in the

4Note that this constancyin MTG is associated
with apparent
increasesin temperaturein both MTG zones(seeFigure 2).
5Note that the MTG and heat flux are positivelycorrelatedfor
externallyforcedchangesin the MTG (suchas due to increasesin
greenhousegases),but for internal or free variationsin the heat
flux, the heat flux and MTG are negativelycorrelated[Stone and
Miller, 1980].
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tween 350 and 550 is more likely to be associatedwith
reduced eddy activity than with reduced mean merid-
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Changnon, D., J.J. Noel, and L.H. Maze, Determining cyclonefrequenciesusingequal-areacircles, Mon. Wea. Rev.,

123, 2285-2294, 1995.
ional circulationor oceancirculation(whichtransport
lessheat than eddiesin thisregion).However,all elseis Cleveland,W., Robust locally weightedregressionand smoo-

not constant, and other factors will influenceeddy ac-

tivity. Increasesin atmospheric
moisturecontent(implying increases
in eddy meridionallatent heat fluxes)
and a reduction

of the land-sea

thermal

contrast

in east

coastregionscontribute, alongwith a decreasein MTG,
to a reduction in eddy activity in the modelingstudy of

Zhangand Wang[1996]
6.
Observationsof cyclone frequency over North America show a general reduction of cyclone counts since

1950 [Changnon,1995]. Over the commonperiodof

thing scatterplots, J. Am. Stat. Assn., 7•, 829-836, 1979.
Gitelman, A., J. Risbey, R.E. Kass, and R. Rosen,Trends in
the surface meridional temperature gradient, Tech. Rep.
655, Department of Statistics, Carnegie Mellon Univer-

sity, (www.stat.cmu.edu/www/cmu-stats/tr/),
1997.
Hansen, J.E., and S. Lebedeff, Global trends of measured
surface air temperature, J. Geophys. Res., 92, 13,34513,372, 1987.
Held, I.M., Large-scaledynamicsand global warming, Bull.
Amer. Meteor. Soc., 7•, 228-241, 1993.

Hosking, J.R.M., Fractional differencing, Biometrika, 68,

record since 1950, our lowessanalysisof the MTG index
165-176, 1981.
alsoindicatesa generalreduction,althoughyear-to-year Jones,P.D., Hemispheric surface air temperature variations:
correlations with Changnon's North America cyclone
a reanalysisand an update to 1993, J. Clim., 7, 1794-1802,
counts are not significant. These indicationsare quite
1994.
tentative, however, due to the short period of record Jones, P.D., and K. Briffa, Global surface air temperature
consideredand the limited hemisphericcoveragein the
variations over the twentieth century. Part1: Spatial,
temporal and seasonaldetakls,Holocene,œ,174-188, 1992.
Changnondata. A further complicationis that cyclones

may respondto a decrease
in MTG (or increases
in atmospheric moisture and decreasesin land-sea thermal

contrasts)throughchanges
in intensitynot frequency.
The decreasein mean MTG found here is alsobroadly

consistent
with the resultsof Karl el al. [1996]showing
a reduction in day-to-day temperature variability over
the U.S. this century. The expectation from dynamical
considerations,that decreasingMTG impliesdecreasing
temperature variability, might be confoundedby possible changesin variance of the MTG over the period of
record, which could also affect temperature variability.
We also analyzed the variance of the MTG series for
the presenceof a trend but did not detect a significant
trend over the period of availablerecord.
In conclusion, by examining the observed surface
temperature record, we detect a decreasingtrend in the
surface MTG for the Northern Hemisphere over a 110year period. This trend overlieswhat appearsto be substantial multidecadal variability. The direction of the
detectedlong term trend in Northern HemisphereMTG
is consistentwith changesin the equator-poletemperature gradient inferredfrom warm and cold period paleoclimate recordsand modelingstudies.We believethis
is the first explicit estimation of an MTG trend, and
it is consistent with earlier studies that discussqualitative latitudinal temperature differencesin warming

[e.g.,Hansenand Lebedeff,1987;Parker el al., 1994].
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